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Sense of heaven and earth
Way to get there
April 1, 1995
United States Belvedere Training; Brazil New Hope Farm; São Paulo Church, São Paulo, Brazil
and New Hope Farm
The fact that the True Parents are on this earth has led to a return from hell through the earth world to the
heavenly world, the way to return. You can connect with the spirit world, if you take care, because there
is a way from the earth to the heavenly world from hell.
Because your ancestors have the ideal of a Second Coming resurrection, if you put your soul before the
heavens on earth, heaven will mobilize the spirit world to save everyone on earth. By mobilizing the
spiritual world, I can develop not only myself, but also the spiritual people.
If you want someone who lives on the ground because you have pioneered such a path as a parent, those
in the higher spirit world can freely reach out to those who can be confronted with the earth, and those on
earth will go to the spirit world, You can go anywhere and go back and forth. I can teach you to go.
That's why it's not a nation's job to do public affairs, or work in one country, on the earth. It is the work of
the earth and the work of the heavenly world at the same time. You do. When you benefit from the earth
and people on the earth have relationships with the spirit world, when you go to the spirit world, they are
all based on you and become the basis of what you can do with your activities. (268-183)

Armed with a focus on principles
April 30, 1984
Korea Hannam-dong Mansion
The completion of Adam is to be completed with the cooperation of the archangel. I know? The spirit
world corresponds to the angelic world. Now our human beings on the earth, moreover, I am also the
descendants of the Unification Church. Future generations should not be irresponsible. Instead of the
angelic world, you must be careful that your ancestors come and your good ancestors come and protect
you instead of angels. (145-116)
The way the sky came
July 12, 1970
Korean Headquarters Church
The relationship of heartfelt love is a treasure that has been found at an infinite cost through history. I
know? It is a treasure that cannot be bought even if it gives a billion won. It is an infinite treasure that has
been found to ruin many nations.
In order to lift you up to that position, all of the ancestors of the spirit world must be mobilized. In order
to make a connection with your foolish people who do not know anything, the spiritual world is put to the
utmost sincerity. Through that kind of relationship, you have come to the Unification Church. I know?
Yes, so you must know your infinite worth. (32-187)
Go back home.
June 15, 1988
East Garden, USA
What you need to know as a rule is that you have to be sad and lonely, born of the local believers,
patriots, scribes, and church ministers. If they are more than that, they all cooperate. That's the condition.
That means that Satan will not be opposed because Satan will stand above the limits to which he can
make an error, and because of the spiritual cooperation, your ancestors will spiritually drive all of your
descendants into the Unification Church. (179-17)
The leading role to save America
March 23, 1978
United States of America
I wake up at dawn and pray for the town, pray for and pray for the area in charge .... It is a pathway that is
heartbreaking and a way of spiritual connection with the spirit world. When God looks down on this
town, I cannot help crying because I am a human being who cannot help but go to hell. I feel that I am
tearful instead of God. When such a resonance power that can tear through the heart of God is entered, the
spirit world is mobilized. As a human being, you must shed a tearful touch before God, 'God, thank you!
The descendants of the fallen Adam and Eve are better than the old Adam and Eve! ' I do not get in the
spirit world without going into a place where I am touched to receive the impression that I am impressed.
(96-280)
Recognizing the importance of blessing and establishing tradition
November 15, 1990
Hannam-dong Mansion, Korea
They are devoted to people. Those qualities are what they call their ancestors. I am calling the ancestors
of the spirit world. If you do not follow the path of the True Parents before the will of the sky, whatever
your ancestors are doing now, whatever your ancestors are, do you not get so lost and angry in the spirit
world? So cooperate. I have to call on the ground like this. (208-70)

